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XV CONFERENCE TRIENNIAL IAUP
		 The Role Of Universities In The 			
		 Formation Of Citizens Universal

Thematic basis
The various changes that our global society has been experiencing for decades,
as a result of various processes, events and discoveries of a political, economic,
cultural, scientific, technological and demographic, are leading us towards complex
scenarios.
The world order is governed by new factors today. The concept of the universality
has changed, and with it, education and what we mean by identity as a basic
difference.
Experts have submitted various arguments, in an attempt to identify and explain
developments and paradoxes, which have resulted in various dilemmas and in frank
discussion of topics such as the urgent need to improve the quality of education at
all levels; refining systems of public-private financing to respond adequately to the
demands of the global society; accelerating the early insertion of graduates into
the labor market; introducing mobility systems to meet the growing demand for
outgoing and incoming programs; enhancing research and innovation, as pillars of
the task requires us to the generation of new knowledge and adequately prepare
the leaders of tomorrow.
For the International Association of University Presidents (IAUP), should play the
role that higher education institutions in the discussion and overcoming these
challenges is the key.
The role that higher education institutions should play in the discussion and
overcoming of these challenges is a key question for IAUP.
Perhaps most important of all is the need for current and future students fully
develop their potential to serve as the respective cultural, social and economic as
future leaders of the world.
They belong to the whole world and, therefore, must have a sense of their own
role as citizens of the planet. Respect for and appreciation of cultural diversity, a
willingness to make the world fair and sustainable are some elements that should
characterize the future citizen and global leader.
Universities should, as such, must consider that the world revolves faster ever
before: from population and health –a consequence of increased life expectancyto the size of field staff, a result of global communications and in real time,



epidemics, asymmetries and threats on a global scale, including the weakening of
the possibilities of appeal and protection.
All of this will require a thorough review of the vision, values, missions, goals,
priorities, organization, content, structures and methods of higher education, with
the aim of meeting today’s challenges.
Higher Education should promote changes that achieve teacher and researcher
excellence, critically and proactively, committed to the future with the most basic
social needs and the construction of peace based on justice, equality and human
development sustainable local and global.
These and other challenges are those that give occasion and substance to the XV
Triennial Conference of the IAUP, to be conducted between September 29 and
October 2, 2008, in the city of Viña del Mar, Chile.
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The Role of
Universities
in educating
the Universal
Citizen                                    

Dear IAUP Members and Friends,

Barham Madaín

IAUP President Elect
President of University
of Viña del Mar

On behalf of Universidad Técnica Federico Santa Maria and Universidad de Viña
del Mar, it is my great pleasure to invite you to attend our upcoming IAUP Triennial
Conference in Viña del Mar, Chile, on next September 29th to October 2nd, 2008.
Nowadays, centres for higher education have to take into account that the world
is changing more rapidly than at any time in history; global communications are
influencing people; the world faces different standards of population and health
(longevity); and that people need protection from epidemics, asymmetries and
threats on a planet-wide scale.
Therefore, some of the most important challenges we face in the sector deal with
achieving:
Centres of higher education able to develop in their students and graduates the
fullest possible ability to perform in different cultural, social and economic spheres
as citizens of the world.
Students conscious of their belonging to the world and thus, having a sense of
their own role as citizens of the world.
Cultural diversity and needs to make the world a fair and sustainable place to live
in are elements, among others, that should characterize a global citizen.
We are invited to a thorough fully review of visions, values, missions, objectives,
priorities, organization, contents, structures and methods of Higher Education. We
will have to encourage changes that will make possible to achieve: excellence in
teaching and research, which is critical and anticipative; we must be committed to
the future; focused in the essential social needs; and on building peace based on
justice, equality and sustainable human development at local and global level.
These are some of the topics we are going to analyse in our Triennial Conference
titled “The Role of Universities in Educating The Universal Citizen”.
The organizing Committee has invited outstanding leaders in higher education
administration such as: Ban Ki-Moon, General Secretary, UNO; Federico Mayor
Zaragoza, former General Director of UNESCO; José Miguel Insulza, General
Secretary of the OAS; Wangari Maatthai, Environment Vice Minister, Kenya; Nelson



Mandela, former President, South African Republic to the Plenary Sessions. To the
Parallel Sessions, we have invited Mr. Tomas Mastnak, Director of Office of Alliance
of Civilizations; Mr. Nicholas Negroponte, MIT Media Lab Director; Mr. Rafael Rangel,
President of Technologist Institute of Monterrey, among others.
We hope that the Opening Ceremony will be presided by HE Mrs. Michelle Bachellet,
President of Chile, and the Minister of Education and the Minister for Foreign Affairs
will participate as lecturers too.
We also would like to ask you to recommend other notable higher education
leaders in your area to join IAUP and to participate in the Call for Papers of the
Conference, as well, so that we can provide an even more meaningful forum for
university leaders to work together for relevant improvement of higher education.
See enclosed membership application forms for details.
I look forward to seeing you, hosting you and working with you in this meaningful
educational event in Chile soon. I promise you, as well, that you will have a
delightful and wonderful time enjoying our hospitality, beautiful and various
landscapes, delicious wine, seafood and other.
Sincerely



									

Barham Madaín

									

IAUP President Elect

									

President of University of Viña del Mar

ACADEMIC PROGRAM
		 “The role of universities in educating 		
the universal citizen”
The basic objective of next XV IAUP Triennial Conference is to analyse “The Role
of University in Educating the Universal Citizen”. According to this, the conference
will focus on three main topics: “Civilization Alliance: The Challenge of Educating
Universal Citizen”; “Innovation, Creativity, Efficiency and Awareness: Qualities of the
Complete Universal Citizen”; and, “The Universities Role in Sustainable Development
and World Peace”.
Each Plenary Session theme will be analysed in detail through Parallel Sessions,
from several points of view or specific transverse axes such as Vision, Principles and
Culture; Innovation (dynamics, relationships and technologies); and, Academy and
Management.
Besides, on the first day of Triennial Conference, afternoon, four round tables will
take place, oriented to discuss topics of interest to various areas of the university
community: University Student’s View; Women’s Access to Higher Education;
Intercultural Universities: Experiences & Challenges; and, Contribution of NGO’s to
Education of the Universal Citizen.
The Local Committee of the Triennial is boosting a Fair Project Technology and
Innovation, to be held during the conference, whose aim will be to promote
initiatives, products and services that the country’s universities have driven in
technology, as well as promote the links with foreign universities.
To perform the fair, the organization will invite to attend universities, public
organizations, enterprises and associations, through their university executives,
entrepreneurs, researchers, academicians and practitioners from the public and
private sectors, different areas of production and services in the country. It is
hoped that exposing them to representatives of universities of the world, under the
Triennial, hoping to interest them in participating in different initiatives of the fair.
All daily conferences, themed
sessions, round tables and
presentations will take place in
the Hotel del Mar, venue of the
Conference.
The hotel will have a Business Center,
equipped with computers connected
to Internet, printer, copier and
scanner. This room will be available
during the course of the event.
Besides, there will be a Press Center
for media accreditation.
The official languages of the meeting will be English and Spanish. Simultaneous
interpretation.



Schedule and provisory list of 		
academic activities and speakers
Monday, September 29th
20:00 – 21:30

Welcome cocktail

09:00 – 9:30

Opening Ceremony
Master of Ceremonies:
Opening Speech:		
Speaker:		

09:30 – 10:30

Plenary Session (1)
Lecture title:		
Chair:			
Speakers:		
			
		
Coffee Break

Tuesday, September 30th , Morning

10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 13:30

11:00 – 11.30

11:30 – 13:30

13:30 – 15:15

15:30 – 17:30

17:30
15:30 – 17:30

17:30

09:00 –10:00


10:00 – 10:30

Prof. Barham Madaín, President – Elect of IAUP
Dr. Pornchai Mongkhonvanit, President, IAUP
The President of Chile, Mrs. Michelle Bachelet (*)
The Challenge of Educating Universal Citizens
Barham Madaín, President – Elect of IAUP
Mr. Ban Ki-Monn (UN Sec. General – video message)
Mrs. Alicia Barcena (UN Ander Secretary General for Mangement) (*)
Mr. Federico Mayor

Parallel Session (1)
THEME I
THEME II
Innovation: Dynamics,
Vision, Values and
Culture.
Relationships and Technologies.
Topic 1
Topic 1
Universal Village Illusion or Reality? Academic Logic in the Digital
Era: how to reduce the gap and
Chair: pending
bring cultures closer together.
Central speaker: Jorge Sampaio
Chair: pending
Central speaker: Nicholas
Negroponte
Additional speakers:
Additional speakers: Claudio
Fernando Cardoso (*) Others
Bunster (Ph.D. in Physic)
speakers Pending.
José Rodríguez (Rector Univ.
Federico Santa María)

THEME III
Academics and 		
Management.
Topic 1
Competence, Accreditation,
Flexibility and Mobility: Need for
Improvements and Modernization.
Chair: pending
Central speaker: Dra. Ingrid Moses
(chancellor University of Canberra)
Additional speaker: Pending

Lunch
Tuesday, September 30th , Afternoon
Round Tables:
Round Table 1
Round Table 2
University Student’s View.
Women’s Access to Higher Education
Chair: pending
Chair: pending
Speakers: Amelliou Benitez, Alicia
Speakers: Roberto Arratia		
Others speakers: Pending
Romo (*), Yasna Provoste (*)
Coffe

Round Tables:
Round Table 3
Intercultural University: Experiences & Challenges
Chair: pending
Speakers:
David Strangway (President Quest University Canada)
Mr. Ramu Damodaran (Chief, Civil Society Service) (*)

Round Table 4
Cotribution of NGO’s to the Education
of the Universal Citizen
Chair: Eudora Petigrew
Speakers:
Dr. Jorge Rojas, Prof. Sven Caspersen,
Dra. Carmen Lamagna

Coffe
Wednesday, October 1st , Morning
Plenary Session (2)
Lecture title:
Creativity, efficiency and awareness: Qualities of the Complete Universal Citizen.
Chair: 		
Barham Madaín, President Elect of IAUP
Speaker:
Dr. Fidel Ramos (Former President of the Philippines)
Coffee Break

10:30 – 11:00

Parallel Session (1)
Topic 2
Universities and Technology:
Models and Experiences
of Innovation in the
Education Process.
Chair: pending
Chair: pending
Central speaker: Adolfo Nicolás (*)
Central speaker: Patricio
López del Puerto (U. Virtual of
Additional speakers: João
Technologist of Monterrey) (*)
Sebastião Teta
Additional speakers. Pending
Other speakers: pending
Topic 2
Values and Principles that
should guide the formation
of future leaders.

11:00 – 13:30

13:30 – 15:15

15:30 – 17:30

17:30

09:00 –10:00

Coffe
Thursday, October 2st , Morning
Plenary Session (3)
Lecture title:
The Universities Role in Sustainable Development and World Peace.
Chair: 		
Barham Madaín, President Elect of IAUP
Speaker:
Ricardo Lagos (*)

10:30 – 11.00

Parallel Session (3)
Topic 3
The University as a Centre of
Influence in the Future.
Chair: pending
Central speaker: Michael Adams
Additional speakers: Pending

11:00 – 12:30

Parallel Session (3)
Topic 3
Expansion of Universities and Fair
Access to Higher Education.
Chair: pending
Central speaker: pending
Additional speakers: Pending

12:30 – 12:50

Coffee Break

12:50 – 13:10

Special Session:
Speaker: Mr. Alejandro Foxley (Foreign Minister of Chile ) (*)
Conclusions and Closing Ceremony
Lunch
Executive Members (only)
Formal Dinner

13:10 – 13:45
13:45 – 15:15
16:30 - 18:00
20:00 – 24:00

Additional speakers: Pending

Wednesday, October 1st , Afternoon
Parallel Session
Topic 2
Topic 2
Consequences of the New World
Women’s Access to Higher Education
Prospect. The Role of the University
Chair: pending
Chair: pending
Speakers: Amelliou Benitez, Alicia
Speakers:
Romo (*), Yasna Provoste (*)
Dr. Loyd Benjamin (Indiana State University President)
Others speakers: pending

Coffee Break

10:30 – 11.00

Chair: pending
Central speaker: Mauricio
Larraín (*)

Lunch

10:00 – 10:30

11:00 – 12:30

Topic 2
The Influence and Specific
Demands of Business in
University Education.

(*) Speakers to be confirmed.

Topic 3
What kind of Educaction could Universities
provide to help student gain a global
perspective and tus work for peace.
Chair: Leland Miles
Central speaker: Sister Francesca Onley
Additional speakers: Pending
Topic 3
University Governance and Funding:
Challenges, oportunities and Threats.
Chair: pending
Central speaker: Pending
Additional speakers: Pending



CALL FOR PAPERS
The International Association of University Presidents
invites nomination or submission of papers to be
presented at its 2008 Triennial Conference. The
Planning Committee seeks presentations around the
Conference title and three themes:

The Role of Universities in Educating the Universal Citizen
Theme One:			

The Challenge of Training Universal Citizens.

Theme Two:			
							

Innovation, Creativity, Efficiency and Awareness: 			
Qualities of the Complete Universal Citizen.

Theme Three:		
							

The Role of Universities in Sustainable 					
Development and World Peace.

IAUP Triennial has historically been the premier gathering of higher education leaders from
around the world. Our 2008 conference anticipates more than 300 Presidents, Chancellors,
Vice-chancellors and Rectors from more than 100 countries. Received papers will be
published as part of the permanent record of proceedings. At the time of exposure of them
will have technical support personnel and equipment
Submission Requirement

		
			
			
			
			
			

Your name and position
Institution name
Contact information (mailing address, e-mail, telephone and fax numbers)
Proposed paper title
Paper

			

Please submit abstract by April 30th 2008, through your Regional Chair or directly to Local Committee.

Organization Local Committee Chile:
University of Viña del Mar
		

Barham Madaín

		

Ricardo Vásquez

		

Carol Pinto-Agüero

		

Gonzalo Battocchio

Agua Santa 110, Viña del Mar, Chile
Telephone: (56) 32 - 246 2420
Call for further in: (56) 32 - 246 2420, (56) 32 - 562 672 or e-mail: iaup.chile@uvm.cl



CHILE
		 General Information
Chile is located in South America, in the Pacific Ocean´s coast. Its continental length is approximately
4,200 km and 8,000 considering the Chilean Antarctic. Its continental and insular surface is 756,626 km²,
while its Antarctic territory’s surface is 1,250,000 km², being the total surface 2,006,626 km². The average
width of the country is about 177 km; the minimum continental width is 90 km, north from the mouth of
Choapa River. Chile is a long and narrow country, which borders on the north with Peru, on the east with
Bolivia and Argentina, on the west with the Pacific Ocean and on the south with Drake Passage.
Chile is a well educated country. Only 2.7% are illiterate. Some believe that Chile has one of the best
school systems in South America.
Chile is a Republic, ruled by a
democratic government, actually
leaded by H. E. Mrs. Michelle
Bachelet. The three powers of
the State are clearly defined and
independent.
The
Executive
branch is led by the President of
the Republic, who is also the Head
of the State. The Judiciary branch
Official flag
Official Coat of Arms
is led by the Supreme Court, which
administrates justice, supported by the Court of Appeal. The Legislative branch has a bicameral system.
It is divided into the House of Deputies (Cámara de Diputados) and the Senate. The first one is made
up of 120 deputies from the 15 regions that constitute the country, while the Senate is made up of 49
senators.
The Chilean currency is the Chilean Peso. There are $1,000, $2,000, $5,000, $10,000 and $20,000 bills and
$1, $5, $10, $50, $100, $500 coins. In Chile, to express decimal numbers people use a comma. For example:
13,5% (thirteen point five percent) and a dot is used to express thousands. For example: 10.000 (ten
thousand). ATMs are very common in Chile. Per-day withdrawal limits are usually around US$450. Banks
are open to public Monday through Friday, from 9.00 to 14:00.
Climate
In the same way as its territory, the climate in Chile is varied, being determinate by the latitude, the
proximity of the sea and the altitude. The country has two parallel mountain ranges, the coastal range
and The Andes, between which there is a central valley. In the south, in Corcovado Gulf, this valley goes
under the sea, originating an area of archipelagos, peninsulas and fjords, which culminate in Cape
Horn.
Spring begins in September and ends in November; summer starts in December and finishes in February.
It has a dry and warm climate, with temperatures over 30°C, that decrease during the night.
During the autumn (March – May) the temperature decreases gradually, while in winter (June- September)
it drops, reaching even temperatures under zero in the morning and rising during sunny days without
exceeding 15°C.
Energy
The electric voltage is 220 volt 50 cycle (220V 50Hz). Those devices design for 110V should use a
transformer. The travel devices and portable computers usually include an auto-voltage transformer
(110V-240V) to adapt them to Chilean electricity. The public lighting is quite good in almost all places in
Santiago and the principal cities. Most of the houses and apartments use town gas which is distributed
through pipes.
Timezone
Winter: -4 GMT; Summer: -3 GMT. Chile uses the 24 hours format. For example: 15:00 hrs means 3:00 pm.
Also, Chile uses the European date format (day, month year). For Example: November 19 2007 is written
19.11.2007.



Going to Chile
By airplane, almost a dozen of European and American airlines fly to Santiago, most
of them every day. Depending on the season, a return ticket from Europe varies
between EUR 600 and 900. The minimum prices for direct flights from New York,
Miami or Los Angeles vary between US$ 800 and US$ 1.300. Chile’s Airpass for
domestic flights given by the Chilean airline LAN could only be bought abroad, in
combination with an international flight to Chile (www.contactchile.cl)

Arriving in Chile
When arriving at Chile, at the airport, all passengers’ identification documents
(passport or ID card and Visa) should be checked by Interpol. Passengers from
Canada, United States, Mexico and Australia should pay a ‘Reciprocity tax’ before
they pass through the Interpol area. This tax was created by the Chilean government
to reciprocate the cost that Chilean people should pay to obtain a visa to travel
through any of those countries.
Country				
Australia				
Canada				
United States			
Mexico				

Reciprocity Tax
US$	56
US$	132
US$	100
US$	15

Beyond the Interpol area, there are the baggage conveyor belts. In this area you can
find free baggage carts. In the next area you can find:

Customs
The goods that are part of the passenger’s baggage are free of taxes and customs
rights. The concept of baggage includes:
Travel items (suitcases, bags and personal effects), garments, trinkets, toiletries,
electrical appliances for personal use (alarm clock, camera, typewriter, calculator)
used, worn up and appropriate for the normal necessities of the person who carries
them and not for being sold.
Items for professional purposes only, provided that they are used, portable, for
manual use, that do not need an installation for its normal use and that correspond
to the profession or job of the traveler.

Plant and Animal Health Inspection Service
At this stage, passengers should sign a Sworn Statement about the elements
they are bringing. It is forbidden to bring: fruits, seeds or grains, vegetables or
unprocessed animal products, earth, firearms, munitions or explosives, illegal drugs,
biological products, veterinary medicines, animals or pets, alive or dead species.
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It is important to have in mind when signing a Sworn Statement that telling lies is a
crime and it could be punished by imprisonment (61 days to 3 years). If you refuse to
sign it, you will be punished with a fine.
Another important recommendation to have in mind: Use the official services of the
airport, with the corresponding identification.

Passport Loss
If you lose your Passport you have to follow some important steps:
1. Notify Carabineros (go the nearest police station)
2. Notify the Foreing Affairs and Immigration Department in your city. 			
See website www.extranjeria.gob.cl
3. Ask for a new passport at the Embassy or Consulate of your country of origin. 		
Each embassy has its own requirements to give a new passport

Safety
As well as in many other countries, safety is always a controversial subject. Chile is
not a particularly dangerous country. Robbery rates are, comparatively, not very
high. However it is important to be always careful. In your case, as an international
passenger, you are more prone to robbery, because you are attractive to common
criminals just for being a foreigner.

Practical recommendations to avoid robberies
•

Never give information to strangers.

•

Avoid carrying valuable objects and jewelry. It is a temptation for the criminals. 		
If you have something with you that could attract the attention, try to carry it discretely.

•

Do not go out with your passport. You can carry a legalized photocopy, which cannot be
adulterate if someone steal it or if you lose it.

•

Carry with you only the money you will need. If you are going to carry a great amount of
money, use a “kangaroo pouch” under your clothes.

•

Avoid desert streets, as well as unlighted green areas, parks or parking places.

•

Remember the location of buildings with guards and policemen who could help you.
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Viña del mar

Viña del Mar (Spanish for “Vineyard of the Sea”), also known locally as La Ciudad Jardín
(Spanish for “The Garden City”), is a thriving coastal city in central Chile, in the Valparaíso
Region and province. The population stands at 318,489 (April 24, 2004), making it Chilean
fourth largest city. It is best known as a tourist and beach destination (with multiple beaches
including Reñaca, Las Salinas, Miramar, Casino, and others). One of its key attractions
include a gambling casino and a yearly music festival (Festival de la Canción de Viña del
Mar). The city also hosts a yearly ATP tennis tournament in clay courts (Movistar Open). The
current mayor is Mrs. Virginia Reginato.
Viña del Mar is located some 110 km north-west from Santiago (less than one and half hours
drive), and borders with the port of Valparaíso to the south.
Viña del Mar was declared a sister city of Sausalito city, California (a city north of San
Francisco), in 1971. To demonstrate the sister city relationship, you can find a square (plaza)
called “Viña del Mar” in downtown Sausalito, and a “Sausalito” stadium and “Sausalito”
lagoon in Viña del Mar. Viña del Mar is also a sister city of Mar del Plata city, Argentina since
1993. There are also intentions to create such relationship with Guangzhou city, China.
Viña del Mar was one of the four host cities during the 1962 Football (soccer) World Cup
Championship. It is home to CD Everton Sport Club, a soccer team in the Chilean Premier
Soccer Category, which took its name from the English team.
The city has benefited from major investments in infra-structure that have greatly improved
the traffic flow in the downtown area, specially in routes connecting Viña del Mar, Santiago,
Valparaiso and Quilpue. A modern and efficient subway (Merval) connects Viña del Mar
with the cities of Limache and Valparaiso, following the original railroad tracks between
Valparaiso and Santiago.

University of Viña del Mar - Chile
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Founded November 21, 1988, the University of Viña del Mar (UVM) is a private institution of
higher education.
UVM is part of the selected Chilean universities that have been accredited by the Minister of
Chilean Education, which certifies the quality of higher educational institutions and assures
the completion of optimistic academic standards. The Viña del Mar University has a modern
campus located in the higher part of the city and has characteristics and dimensions similar
to some of the most important higher education centers in Europe and North America.
This location is designed to be an important sector for academic, cultural, social, and

technological development. The campus covers over 20 hectares situated on the principle
access street to Viña del Mar, adjacent to where in 1987 Pope John Paul II spoke and minutes
away from the center of the city. This campus contains the majority of academic schools and
departments and has a variety of features such as ample classrooms, auditoriums, a library,
laboratories, a amphitheatre, a gymnasium and sport complex, a cafeteria, meeting rooms,
administrative offices, banking services, bookstores, a photocopying station, and parking.
Degrees: Agronomy, biotechnology, veterinary medicine, architecture, arts, graphic design,
interior design, cine, biology, chemistry, mathematics, kinesiology, journalism, public
relations; accounting, commercial engineering, business administration; history, philosophy
and literature, elementary education, preschool education, english language, engineering
in computer science, engineering civil, construction, engineering in environmental,
industrial engineering, information systems, law, psychology, sociology.

Universidad Técnica 						
Federico Santa María, UTFSM
The Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María
(UTFSM) (Spanish for Federico Santa María
Technical University), situated in Valparaíso,
is one of the most reputed engineering
universities in Chile. UTFSM began its activities
in 1931 and owes its origin to the idea of the
visionary businessman Federico Santa María, a
Chilean who lived in France, who raised a huge
fortune as broker in the sugar market in Paris.
In his testament, Santa María donated all his
fortune to build in Valparaiso -his hometown—
a high-standard technical and scientific
institution. This institution would be dedicated to prepare students with less socioeconomic
conditions but great potential to gain technical and scientific knowledge, so they could
contribute to the progress of Chile. His vision was to transform how science and technology
were taught in Chile.
Today this mission is not only carried out in Valparaíso, where one can find the main
campus, but also in branches in Viña del Mar and Concepción, in campuses in Santiago,
Rancagua and Guayaquil (Ecuador), and in the Academia de Ciencias Aeronáuticas,
“ACA” (Academy of Aeronautical Sciences), in Santiago, all of which make the University
territorially the largest in Chile.
The institution, dedicated to the highest level of teaching and research in science and
technology, offers more than 50 undergraduate programs in natural sciences, engineering,
management, aeronautics, construction and architecture. The strength of these
undergraduate programs, in combination with over 16 graduate programs, a variety of
technical degree programs, and classroom enrichment through participation with foreign
faculty and students have earned UTFSM a reputation for excellence.
The UTFSM’s international involvement can be seen in different aspects of its activities,
including in the strength and growth of its faculty and student exchange programs with
institutions around the world. The University’s commitment to the growth of Chile and its
enterprises is evidenced through projects, technical assistance, and research centers, such
as those in the fields of aeronautics, small and medium sized businesses, manufacturing,
biotechnology, and information technologies.
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ACCOMMODATIONS
Hotel del Mar / Venue of the Conference
(www.hoteldelmar.cl/)
Peru Avenue and Los Heroes
Telephone 56-32 250 0800
A coastal-urban hotel whose architectural style conserves and respects
the classical architecture of the Casino Viña del Mar. It is the Garden
City’s first 5 Star Hotel. All rooms provide an excellent view of the
Pacific Ocean and the Casino Viña del Mar flower gardens. Business
Centre equipped with the best technology, specially developed for business guests. Facilities for the
physically impaired (specially designed rooms). Preferential access to the Casino Viña del Mar shows
and performances.
Reservations 600 700 6000, from anywhere in the world; we may also be reached on our direct line 56
2 7705190.

Miramar Sheraton Hotel
(www.sheraton.com/vinadelmar)
Marina Avenue 15
Telephone 56-32 233 5000
Perched on the shoreline alongside Caleta Abarca Beach, the Sheraton
Miramar Hotel & Convention Center is situated at the main entrance
of the city. Views of Valparaiso Bay and the azure waters of the Pacific
Ocean create a welcoming picture at our five-star international hotel
in Viña del Mar. Minimalist, yet comfortable décor fills each of our 142
guest rooms and suites.
A short 10-minute walk will bring you straight to Viña del Mar famous casino, offering year-round
attractions. Gather for international and seafood specialties at our restaurants and lounge.

San Martin Hotel
(www.hotelsanmartin.cl )
San Martin Avenue 667
Telephone 56-32 268 9191
Recently, fully renovated but with a long-lived tradition in excellence
in service. Its décor, in warm colours and textures has been designed
to provide a visually interesting and comfortable setting. Its location
on the main artery, San Martin Avenue, and right next to the Acapulco
Beach adds the enjoyment of a beautiful view to the excellence in
service.
A hotel to satisfy an ever growing tourist influx. With 160 rooms, distributed in a 7 story building,
embedded in a gastronomic enclave zone.
The restaurant faces the Acapulco Beach and the ocean; it offers Tango nights and dancing.

Radisson Acqua Hotel & Spa ConCon
(www.radisson.cl/concon.asp )
Borgoño Avenue 23.333
Telephone 56-32 254 6450
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An exclusive boutique hotel located in one of the most traditional and
favourite vacation areas of Chile: Concon. Proximity from Viña del Mar
and Valparaíso city.
Concon is located on the 5th Region of Chile, famous for their beaches
and proximity to Santiago, Chiles capital (20 minutes by car). The
hotel is also in close proximity to Viña del Mar, Valparaiso city and Casablanca Valley, where there
are prestigious vineyards. Concon is called the gastronomical capital of Chile because its have many
prestigious sea food restaurants. The Radisson Acqua Hotel in Concón offers International and
traditional sea food dishes served in fine style at Acqua Restaurant.

Gala Hotel
(www.galahotel.cl )
Arlegui 273
Telephone 56-32 232 1500
Our Gala Hotel and events center in Viña del Mar Chile, has a modern
infrastructure appropriate for enjoying a placid rest and or holding
successful conferences and events of a varied nature. Its 64 Rooms will
let you have a comfortable rest, its bar and restaurant will let you enjoy
an excellent gastronomy and its outdoor heated pool and sauna will let you relax after exercising
yourself in our gym

Brighton Hotel
(www.brighton.cl )
Atkingson passage 151 - Valparaiso
Telephone 56-32 259 8802
Located in one of the most ancient hills and traditional port of Valparaiso,
on the side of Paseo Atkinson, stands BRIGHTON, HOTEL - Restaurant in
the purest Victorian style, unique in its class.

Marina del Rey Hotel
(www.marinadelrey.cl )
Ecuador 299
Telephone 56-32 238 3000
Best Western Marina del Rey is located in the center of Viña del Mar, a
block from the main street in the city named Valparaiso Street which is
pedestrian. Vergara The park is located four blocks, the sea, the beach
and the casino are only five blocks like museums, area restaurants and the waterfront called Av. Peru.
One of the most important golf clubs in the city is only 3 km, and the port of Valparaiso to 9 km.

Hotel Ankara
(www.hotelankara.cl )
Avenida San Martín 476
Telephone 56-32 69 2085

Cap Ducap Hotel
(www.capducal.cl )
La Marina Avenue 51
Telephone 56-32-626655
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Tourist Guide
We present here some tourist activities
that can make the participants to the XV
triennial of the IAUP in days prior or after
the conference. If you find a program of
interest to you, please make contact via
email indicates that the activity related
either directly in Viña del Mar have already
arrived in Chile.

Visiting La Sebastiana
Neruda’s House
Includes: transfer, bilingual guide, ticket to the
museum, cable car ticket and coffee break.
Duration: 3 hours
Value: app. US$ 52 price per person
Days of operation: Tuesday to Sunday
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Valparaiso’s Night
Includes: Trip throug the bohemian nightlife of
Valparaíso, bilingual guide, entry to a pub, one
drink.
Duration: 3 hours
Value: app. US$ 61 price per person
Days of operation: Tuesday to Sunday
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Visiting Viña del Mar by “Victoria”
Includes: excursión in a tipical carriadge of Viña
del Mar called “victoria”, bilingual guide, ticket
to the museum and coffee break.
Duration: 2 hours
Value: app. US$ 47 price per person. ( At least 2
people )
Days of operation: Monday to Sunday
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Vineyard in the Casablanca Valley
Includes: transfer, bilingual guide, tour around
the valley, visit to a vineyard, wine degustation
and appetizer.
Duration: 3 hours
Value: app. US$ 82 price per person.
Days of operation: Tuesday to Sunday
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Neruda’s House & Isla Negra
Includes: transfer, bilingual guide, ticket to the
museum and coffee break.
Duration: 5 hours
Value: app. US$ 115 price per person
Days of operation: Tuesday to Sunday
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Valparaiso Historical
Patrimonial Circuit
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Includes: transfer, bilingual guide, tour around
the historical helmet, “La Matriz” Church,
cable car ticket, tour around passages and
sightseeings (optative), La Sebastiana museum,
walk 21 de mayo, and coffee break.
Duration: 3 hours
Value: app. US$ 52 price per person
Days of operation: Tuesday to Sunday
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Sea fishing
Includes: transfer, traditional fishing boat,
fishing captain, fishing equipment and trolling.
At least 2 people.
Duration: 3 hours of fishing
Value: app. US$ 175 price per person. ( At least 2
people ) app. US$ 87 price per person. ( At least
4 people)
Days of operation: Monday to Sunday
Confirmation: 10 days before for reasons of
implementation
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Candle Yacht in the Sea

Torres del Paine

Includes: transfer, boat rental, bilingual captain,
qualified crewman and tour around the bay
Duration: 1 hour of navigation
Value: app. US$ 1.200 price per group of 10
passengers
Days of operation: Monday to Sunday
Confirmation: 10 days before for reasons of
implementation
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

Includes: Regular services to guide in Spanish
; 3 nights accommodation in Puerto Natales ;
Continental Breakfast ; Ticket Check Torres del
Paine National Park and Cave Milodon ; Lunch
menu based on the excursions ; Supplement 1
passenger traveling unaccompanied US$ 232
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Value: price per person. According chosen hotel,
from $ 883 to $ .1373 in single room and from $
695 to $ 973 in a double room
Days of operation: Monday to Sunday
Contacts: nelida.emisivo@otsi.cl

Golf in Granadilla Country Club
Includes: transfer, green fee 18 holes and snack
in the 9 hole
Duration: 5 hours
Value: app. US$ 125 price per person
Days of operation: Monday to Sunday
Contacts: mvzapiola@enjoy.cl ; jtellez@enjoy.cl

San Pedro de Atacama
Includes: 3 nights accommodation with
breakfast in San Pedro de Atacama, at the
selected hotel; Breakfast served in the hotel
restaurant; Transportation and Tours of
regular service ; Check-National parks and
archaeological sites ; Lunch at excursion based
box lunch ; Breakfast in the Gaysers of Tatio ;
Assistance bilingual Spanish / English.; Hours
of shipments from Calama to San Pedro: 09:05 /
10:15 / 17:25 / 18:00 pm. Outside these hours is
paid private service; Program ends at the airport
of Calama, to take flight after the 18:00 pm.
Duration: 4 days / 3 nights
Value: price per person. According chosen hotel,
from $ 540 to $ 700 in single room and from $
416 to $ 475 in a double room
Days of operation: Monday to Sunday
Contacts: nelida.emisivo@otsi.cl
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Hotels with an agreement to				
conduct the Triennial XV
Hotel
Address
Contact
Capacity Room
					
Hotel Enjoy
28 Sept - 4 Oct.

Preferential Blocks to go to
Rate US$ XV Conference

Perú Avenue Street Corner Phone 56-32-2500800
24 Standard
148
Los Heroes, Viña Del Mar Email: Reservas@enjoy.cl
19 Superior
148
		
6 Suite Mar
205
			
Hotel Sheraton
La Marina Avenue 15
Phone 56-32-2335000
80 Single Classic
170
28 Sept - 4 Oct.
Viña Del Mar					
					
Hotel San Martin
San Martin Avenue 667 Phone 56-32-2689191
20 Single Double - City View 115
28 Sept - 4 Oct.
Viña Del Mar		
20 Single Double - Ocean View 127
		
5 Junior Suite
165
		
5 Suite Plus
190
					
Hotel Gala
Arlegui 273
Phone 56-32-2321500
10 Single
101
28 Sept - 3 Oct.
Viña Del Mar		
Total Matrimonial Double
116
				 Junior Suite Double.
130
				 Suite Double
144
				 Suite Gala
228
				 Aditional Bed
31
						
Hotel Marina Del Rey Ecuador 299
Phone 56-32-2383000
10 Single
120
28 Sept - 4 Oct.
Viña Del Mar		
Total Double
120
						
Hotel Capducal
La Marina Avenue 51
Phone 56-32-626655
15 Single
108
28 Sept - 4 Oct.
Viña Del Mar
Email: Infoventas@capducal.cl				
						
Hotel Ankara
San Martin Avenue 476 Phone 56-32-692085
20 Matrimonial Single
98
Viña Del Mar
Email: Hotel_ankara@entelchile.net Total Double Twin
98
				 Suite
130
				 Triple
154
						
Hotel Radisson
Borgoño Avenue 23333 Phone 56-32-2546450
20 Single
166
28 Sept - 4 Oct.
Con Con
Email: Fmerino@radisson.cl				
					
Hotel Brighton
Atkinson Passage 151
Phone 56-32-2598802
10 Matrimonial A
95
(Valparaiso)
Cerro Concepción		
Total Single E,x, 1
98
28 Sept - 3 Oct.
Valparaiso			 Matrimonial C,d,e,3
91
				 Single B
80
				 		
Conference Town Dublé Almeyda 80
Phone 56-32-2902800
10 Single
90
28 Sept - 4 Oct.
Reñaca		
10 Double
120
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Event Center

7 Blocks
5 Blocks

5 Blocks

7 Blocks
3 Blocks
2 Blocks

Transportation Required
Transportation Required

Transportation Required

